
MERMAIDS & MAGIC
5 THING I WISH I KNEW BEFORE I BECAME A MERMAID

HI THERE! 

TIPS

Hi, I'm Chantell, a fantasy-loving
photographer (aka nerd with a camera),
who specializes in making magical
images!
 
Are you thinking of being a mermaid or
mermaid photographer? Mermaiding is
as magical as you think it is but you
need to be willing to put in the work.
Here are five things I wish someone
had told me before I became a
mermaid!

1. Invest in a Fin! Trust me when I tell you this
is the most important part of being a mermaid.
You will be in the fin for long periods of time,
trying to swim while holding the perfect pose.
Do yourself (and your feet) a favor and get a
quality fin. Personally
I recommend Mertailors Mono Fin. 
2. Mersona!   I know this sounds like a made-up
word but it's not. If you are trying to become a
professional mermaid this is critical yet
simple. It means you need to decide what type
of mermaid you want to be, such as if you are
based on a character or not. This will help
when it comes to picking a tail skin, props,
posing and so much more!
 



3. Keep the Dream Alive! Do not let little kids
see you change into your tail. The best part
about being a mermaid is the magic, so don't
ruin the fantasy for children. When you are in
character, only use your character's name.
Another tip, hide the fabric line by wearing a
sarong, or hip scarf!
 4. Practice...Do not let your photoshoot be the
first time you swim in your tail. Properly
swimming while wearing a tail is challenging;
holding a pose underwater is even more
difficult. Get some swim time in at your local
swimming pool, if they allow it. 
 5. Location! As a mermaid you can't walk, so if
you want photos somewhere remote, get to that
location first, and then put your tail on. This
will save you time and also make the photoshoot
easier! Alternately you can sweet talk someone
into carrying you to your location.

Underwater photography is hard but possible. For
mermaids, practice breath-holding. The longer
you can stay underwater, the better the photos!
For photographers, you want a good underwater
housing, a wide-angle lens and an underwater
light. I set my camera on the fast shutter and let
it click away. Also, unless you can breathe
underwater (eyes on you, Aquaman), you can't
give a model direction underwater. Make a plan
on the surface, and then stick to the plan
underwater.

THANK YOU!
I hope these five tips help anyone thinking about being a mermaid, or taking mermaid
photos! Feel free to reach out if there is anything else I can help with or that you
would like to know more about. If you are looking for a few more tips and tricks to get
the most out of your mermaid photoshoot, be sure to head on over to my blog! my blog!

Ready to book your photoshoot? Click here!

*BONUS!*

https://www.chantellpeck.com/blog
https://www.chantellpeck.com/book-online

